ﺍﻋﻮﺫ ﺑﺎﷲ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺸﻴﻄﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺟﻴﻢ
ﺑﺴﻢ ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﺮﲪﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
I seek refuge in GOD, from Satan the rejected
In the Name of GOD, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

Repeatation in Quran part 1
Acceptinng the Miracle of 19 partially

[١۵:٩١] They accept the Quran only partially.
Some of muslims accept the 19 , but they don't accpet the messages behind
it.The messages behind miracle of 19 are:
12345-

Rejecting Hadith books
Rejecting 9:128,129
Calling GOD ALONE not saints
Purifiy 5 pillars of submission
Satanic groups are the groups that mention their saints instead of GOD.

Every sign in Quran has the messages behind itself.Accepting
the miracle is very simple,But accepting the messages behind
the miracle is very very hard.
Unfortunately when you speak for Muslims about Message behind Miracle of 19;
at that time they would reject 19 or they would try to accepting 19 without
rejecting 9:128,129.
Sophistication
GOD will test people with the message behind miracle.
Not accepting the message behind the miracle has directed many of muslims to
sophistication about 19. Five above factor have converted simple facts of 19 to
paradox for many of muslims.
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[٢٣:۶٨] Why do they not reflect upon this scripture? Do they not realize
that they have received something never attained by their ancestors?
GOD almighty has used many verses with different pattern.The question that has
been arised here is : Why GOD has used one verse in two different patterns in
Quran? Those that reject miracle of 19 (partially or complete) can't answer this
simple question untill day of resurrection.
For example see the below examples:

Example 1: Adam

[٢:٣۵] We said, "O Adam, live with your wife in Paradise, and eat
therefrom generously, as you please, but do not approach this tree, lest
you sin".

[٧:١٩] As for you, Adam, dwell with your wife in Paradise, and eat
therefrom as you please, but do not approach this one tree, lest you fall
in sin.
in [2:35] and has used

Why GOD has used
without "Qolna" ()ﻗﻠﻨﺎ

in [7:19]

?

Word Qolna ( )ﻗﻠﻨﺎhas letter Qaaf.Letter Qaaf has strange role in Quran.Initial
Qaaf is 19th letter in abjad letters. For Example some of relation about initial
letter Qaaf are:
1
2
3
4
5
6

There are 57 ( 19*3 ) letter Qaaf in sura 50.
There are 57 ( 19*3 ) letter Qaaf in sura 42.(sura 42 and 50 starts with initial Qaaf)
Now consider all suras that sura number is factor of 19.In such state we have 6 suras :
19,38,57,76,95,114 .In these 6 sura there are 228 (12*19=2*114) letter Qaaf.
Now consider all verses that verse number is 19 in total 114 suras such as verse
[2:19],[3:19] , … In such state we have 76 (19*4) letter Qaaf.
Now consider all verses that verse number is factor of 19 in total 114 suras such as
verse [2:19],[2:38],[2:57], ....In such state we have 323 (19*17) letter Qaaf.
Now consider all verses that sura number plus verse number are factor of 19 in total
114 suras as verse 20:75 (20+75 = 95 (19*5 )) . In such state we have 228
(19*12) letter Qaaf.

GOD is glorified!!
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The verse number of verse [7:19] is 19.we know that all verses that verse number
of them is 19 in total 114 suras such as verse [2:19],[3:19] , … have 76 (19*4) letter
Qaaf.If GOD would used the pattern

therefore the above relations all would be false.

instead of

in 7:19 ,

GOD is glorified!!

Example 2: Fighting against GOD

[٨:١٣]This is what they have justly incurred by fighting GOD and His
messenger. For those who fight against GOD and His messenger, GOD's
retribution is severe.

[۵٩:۴]This is because they opposed GOD and His messenger. For those
who oppose GOD and His messenger, GOD is most strict in enforcing
retribution.

Verse 59:4 and 8:13 are like other.Why GOD has used
has used

in [59:4] and

in [8:13] with one extra Qaaf?

Word Yoshaqeeq has 2 letter Qaaf bout word Yoshaqee has 1 letter Qaaf in
verse [59:4]. Verse 59:4 is in sura 59 . sura 59 has digit 9 in the sura
number.GOD has connected many relation to sura 9.Now consider all sura
number with digit 9 that are suras: 9,19, 29 , 39 , 49 , 59 , 69 , 79 , 89 , 90 ,
91 , 92 , 93 , 94 , 95 , 96 , 97 , 98 , 99 , 109
Total count of letter Qaaf in these suras is 684(19*36).Is it coincidence!!!
If we consider 9:128,129 in Quran therefore the above realtion would be
false.GOD is Glorified!!!
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Example 3: seven universes

[٢:٢٩]He is the One who created for you everything on earth, then
turned to the sky and perfected seven universes therein*, and He is fully
aware of all things.

[۴١:١٢]Thus, He* completed the seven universes in two days, and set up
the laws for every universe. And we adorned the lowest universe with
lamps, and placed guards around it. Such is the design of the Almighty,
the Omniscient.
GOD almighty speak about completting seven universes in 2:29 and 41:12 with
two separate words.Why GOD has used

in [2:29] and has used

in [41:12]?

Word
has 1 letter Qaaf but word
has zero letter Qaaf in
verse [2:29]. Verse 2:29 has digit 9 in the verse number.GOD has connected
many relations to sura 9.Now consider all Verses that verse numbers have digit 9
in all Quran.
Total count of letter Qaaf in these verses is 931(19*49).Is it coincidence!!!
If we consider 9:128,129 in Quran therefore the above realtion would be
false.GOD is Glorified!!!

Example 4: Job
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[21:83] And Job implored his Lord: "Adversity has befallen me, and, of
all the merciful ones, You are the Most Merciful."

[38:41] Remember our servant Job: he called upon his Lord, "The devil
has afflicted me with hardship and pain."

GOD almighty speak about Job in verse 21:83 and 38:41.GOD uses different
in

patterns about one person in different suras.Why GOD has used
[38:41] and has used
hardship.

Word

in [21:83] about Job

?

Both two word means

has 1 letter Sad in verse [38:41] but word

has zero

letter Sad . The word
is more normal than word
.Certainly
GOD has special aim for using them in diffrenet places. Verse [38:41] is in sura
38.Sura 38 start with initial Sad.Therefore GOD has equivaled count of letter Sad
in this Sura.
We know that initial Sad has been mentioned in first verse of three suras
(7,19,38). Total count of Sad in these three suras is 152(19*8).

instead of
If GOD would used
above realtion would be false.GOD is Glorified!!!

in [38:41]

therefore the

Praise be to God, Lord of the universe.
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